
CONSULTING

Analytics Jumpstart
Accelerate adoption of Power BI and build a proof of concept in 
just a few days.



No waste. No friction. No inertia.

Forget what you know about BI consulting. We’re disrupting the industry 
by delivering impact in the time other firms would still be burning your 
budget on requirements gathering.

Our consultants will work closely with a small group of your stakeholders 
in an agile development exercise – lean and mean, no wasted effort.

Robust results on accelerated timescales: software advances have 
made it possible. We’ll bring it to life for you.

800.503.4417 training@p3adaptive.com p3adaptive.com

Not your average consultants.

A refreshing approach:

Transparent

No surprises, no waiting in suspense to see 
what you’re paying for. We collaborate 
closely with your team and build your 
solution in real time.

Impact-driven

Improvement is the goal, not merely being 
informed. We quickly digest what your 
business needs to achieve and work 
backwards from that goal.

Compressed

Bypass weeks of requirements gathering. 
Our proven approach cuts to the chase: 
we’re delivering actionable insights when 
others would still be writing specs.

Open

No secrets here. We educate you on how 
your dashboards work under the hood, 
empowering you to make some - or all -
future modifications yourself.



Fast. Proven. Cost-Effective.
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Our partnership with Bar Keepers Friend®

Our BI dashboards delivered data insights that drove 
real results. We empowered Bar Keepers Friend to:

Respond to 120% demand spike – and redirect output 
– in real time

Reclaim over two work months per year from ad-hoc 
data requests

Our Methodology

Align

The "mind meld." 
Conversation, sketches, 
and whiteboards replace 
expensive and ineffective 
requirements docs.

Assemble

The fun part. You won't 
believe how much a 
report or app can develop 
even in a day, or how 
much undiscovered 
opportunity lies in wait.

Assess

The moment of truth. Is 
there anything to add? 
Are you positioned to 
take it from here? These 
are the questions, but 
there will be no mysteries.

Activate

The payoff. Put your new 
dashboards (or other outputs) 
into action. Monitor impact, 
improvement, and engagement. 
Plan your next win.

Data altered to protect client confidentiality.



Analytics Jumpstart
AGENDA
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This format is based on our experience of what works best to ensure both a meaningful 
introduction to Power BI and a practical outcome that puts the organization on track 
to solving a real-world problem. Within this framework we can customize elements to 
suit your specific needs.

Pre-Session

An hour-long discovery call to identify target project or discuss 
criteria for potential projects. Conversation, sketches, and 
whiteboards replace expensive and ineffective requirements docs.

Intro

Meeting with key stakeholders to align on target project, discuss 
objectives, and understand how the project supports the 
organization’s overall business and IT goals.

Core

Co-development work on the project. One of our consultants collaborates 
with a small group of analysts and stakeholders to rapidly build intelligent, 
interactive dashboards - while equipping your team with critical 
knowledge and skills.

Close

Debrief and discussion of next steps. Put your new reports (or 
other outputs) into circulation. Monitor engagement, 
improvement, and impact. Plan your next win.

Leave with: A roadmap that shares the key milestones to bring 
your project to the finish line and guidance around next steps.



“ At P3 Adaptive, we are known for our down-to-earth, human 
teaching style which makes difficult concepts easy to 
understand.

ROB COLLIE, FOUNDER & CEO

About P3 Adaptive
Power BI has no equal, and neither do we. P3 Adaptive is a premier 
Microsoft Data Platform consultancy. Our experts channel your 
business-critical data to generate insights and drive outcomes 
throughout your organization.

Unmatched experience:

In his 13 years at Microsoft, Rob Collie led the BI-focused capabilities in Excel 
and was subsequently one of the founding engineers on Power BI. That 
insider's perspective led him to found the P3 Adaptive consulting firm in 2013. 
He is the author of the world’s #1 selling Power BI book.
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By the end of the first day, we 
already had dashboards worth 
showing to the team and were 
already making discoveries about our 
business that we never had before.

“

M. SELIG

I really appreciate your attention to 
detail and your unassuming 
approach. Mind blowing stuff! My 
life will be so much easier now.

“
GURUPRASAD D.

“ [P3 Adaptive] helped me 
tremendously with solving 
complicated problems that 
would probably still be 
unsolved today.

T. HARDY

Consulting

As a new wave of technology goes 
mainstream, you need the right kind of help: 
Nimble. Efficient. Human.

Governance & Adoption

Business-driven analytics are now a crucial 
pillar in any organization's enterprise strategy, 
but balancing agility with responsibility requires 
a careful mix of people, policy, and technology.

Training

We deliver the absolute best trainings in the 
business. Because nothing is more valuable 
than your time.

Data Visualization

Make your reports look as powerful as they are. 
A dashboard redesign gets teams engaged and 
drives critical usage.
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